
 

Stronghold Crusader is a game with great replay value. The game's objective is to build and defend a fortress, complete with barracks, wizard towers, and cannons. There are numerous missions for the player to complete which help them learn strategies against enemies, such as treasure hunters or sorcerers; however, there are also tutorial missions which teach the player how to play the game. This
blog post will introduce you to Stronghold Crusader's Army Trainer program - where you can test different units against each other in your own personalized skirmish-style battles! The Army Trainer lets players create their own armies by combining units of various strengths and abilities. Here, you can create an army of up to 100 units. The Army Trainer gives the player the power to test out armies
against one another, allowing them to analyze units' strengths and weaknesses. You can try different strategies, such as flooding the enemy with units or using only one unit to destroy the enemy. The Army Trainer contains options for setting up each battle. Here, you can set the game speed, size of map (the battlefield), how many rounds are fought, rebels on/off (which are enemies that are not part of
your army), difficulty level for computer controlled opponents, and if you want the game record an in-depth replay of each battle. You can also set your units to follow your commander (a high-level hero/lord unit) and control various army-wide settings such as whether to follow your opponent's units or not, and the ratio of ranged units. The last option is "Show Action Arrows," which allows you to
determine what type of arrows appear on the battlefield. The Army Trainer contains an extensive list of units. It starts with standard units at the top, and contains special units later on. Within each group, you can see how many different types of each unit there are (how many different colors and shapes), and their stats (power, cost, etc.). Stronghold Crusader offers a variety of options for setting up a
battle. Your options include going for a "flooding" battle, attacking from multiple areas, defending against a flood, and other options. In addition to this, you can set the number of rounds to be fought in your battle. In addition to these basic settings, you can also play against computer-controlled opponents in various different ways. You can have the computer pick a random strategy each time it goes
on a mission. If you want a certain strategy to be used each time it is defeated, go for "Rebel Mode," where the enemy only uses one unit which is not part of your army. You can also play against other human players by having the game randomly pick an opponent (this is called "Free Play Mode"). This lets you get used to the controls and get used to your army. Finally, you can set up a promotion
mission, where each round your units gain experience and get power ups that they then take into battle. As one bases his army on various different types of units, this provides variety in gameplay. Different types of units have different strategies to take advantage of them. For example, you could set up a battle with lots of artillery because they are powerful against melee units, but few possibly cannon-
wielding soldiers because the cannoniers are expensive and slow to produce.
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